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Executive Summary  
Seeds to Sales is a science-based farm/garden project of the CASTLES North Carolina 21st 
Century Community Learning Center program, providing services in an after-school and summer 
environment for K-6 students who attend Wayne County Public Schools and Dillard Academy 
Charter Public School. The core project goals are to 1) nurture student enthusiasm in science and 
math studies and career options through day-to-day learning experiences in a creative and 
engaging science based-curriculum; 2) help students achieve and increase grade-level 
performance according to NC Standard Course of Study; 3) create a replicable model program 
combining science learning, intergenerational mentoring, cultural understanding, and community 
action; and 4) improve student knowledge, practices, and community involvement regarding 
healthy foods, in a quality after school and summer program.  
 
OBJECTIVES: 

1. Science Curriculum Component - To implement a hands-on and minds-on creative 
farm/garden academic program based on the Down To Earth science curriculum, aligned 
with the North Carolina Standard Course of Study 
OUTCOMES:  

− scientific inquiry knowledge of observing, comparing, measuring, 
communicating, analyzing, generating, and evaluating data; increased 
appreciation of the investigative process;  

− introduction of career-related options and information;  
− connection of academic study and science inquiry to daily lives;  
− providing opportunities to engage technology 

2. Market Farm/Garden Component - To establish a student run working farm/garden and 
have students market and sale produce from that garden 
OUTCOMES:  

− involve parents in program activities; 
− experiential learning in math and science activities in a start to completion, and 

on-going project 
3. Mentor/Link Component - to expose 3rd-6th grade students to community seniors, science 

professionals, and high-school and college students 
OUTCOMES:  

− positive mentoring experiences and interactions with scientists;  
− linking students to ongoing science programs and older students;  
− involving parents and other community members 

4. Outreach and Acknowledgement Component - To craft opportunities for students to 
publicize their successes, including the creation, publication and sale of a student 
cookbook; the presentation to parents and community members at the End-of-Summer 
Exposition; participation in community-based Wayne Local Foods Initiative projects 
OUTCOMES:  

− providing students with opportunities to explain their program successes and 
knowledge of science and mathematics to others;  

− enhancing leadership skills and community engagement 
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Project Narrative  
Seeds to Sales Goals: 

1.) Nurture student enthusiasm in science and math studies and career options through 
day-to-day learning experiences in a creative and engaging science based-curriculum;  
2.) Help students achieve and increase grade-level performance according to NC 
Standard Course of Study;  
3.) Create a replicable model program combining science learning, intergenerational 
mentoring, cultural understanding, and community action; and  
4.) Improve student knowledge, practices, and community involvement regarding healthy 
foods, in a quality after school and summer program.  

 
Partnerships 
CASTLES 21st Century Community Learning Center provides the vast majority of all project 
inputs, including the certified teaching personnel, senior volunteers, high school student workers 
and volunteers, the two farm/garden sites, all curriculum materials, computers and basic supplies.  
Community partners of CASTLES include Dillard Academy Charter School, which provides the 
main space for program delivery including two half acre garden plots on campus, and funds all 
snacks for students each day; First African Baptist Church, which provides a 1.5 acre garden 
plot, and church space to serve as a second site for the program; and Goldsboro Recreation and 
Parks, which provides space for a third site, free of charge. 
 From the NC University system, the Center for Environmental Farming Systems, a 
2,000-acre NC State research facility in Goldsboro, NC partners with CASTLES on the Seeds to 
Sales project. CEFS contributes to the Seeds to Sales project: technical support through free 
participation in any CEFS technical workshop and one-on-one consulting services around 
production, education, and marketing; apprentices and intern contact hours with teachers for 
planning and with students executing science-based educational programming; specialized lab 
and field equipment at no cost; community education around the benefits of eating fresh and 
local fruits and vegetables insuring wide accessibility of produce to Wayne county at-risk 
families and market demand for CASTLES-produced products; assistance showcasing this 
innovate youth-science program as a model for increasing science-based hands-on education and 
health and well-being for families and communities.  
 Through the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at NC State, college students 
developed an educational program on herbs during the spring.  College students will come to our 
site and will teach Seeds to Sales participants about growing and using herbs. 
 Also partnering with CASTLES is the Center for Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention at UNC Chapel Hill. They plan to conduct a small, controlled pilot study of the 
CASTLES’ Seeds to Sales after school program in order to determine whether this is an effective 
model for broader dissemination, and so would be providing the personnel to run this additional 
evaluation and research component. These additional evaluation measures will not only produce 
data toward nutritional assessment and behavioral learning patterns, but will also expose children 
to further instruments in scientific study and process, broadening their exposure to both the ways 
they interact in their social worlds as well as their understanding of scientific research methods 
and tool sets. The Center also plans to identify a comparison group from among several other 
afterschool programs serving at risk youth in other counties and then assist the control groups 
with implementing the program after completion of follow-up data collection. 
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Activities 
The curriculum used by Seeds to Sales is a 4-H reviewed and recommended, national collection 
curriculum developed by North Carolina Cooperative Extension and North Carolina A&T State 
University: Down-to-Earth.  This curriculum is linked to the North Carolina Standard Course of 
Study in math, science, and language arts.  Down-to-Earth is a self-contained, gardening-
oriented science curriculum in which children use scientific method to explore solutions to 
problems involving the growth of food crops.  Working in small teams, the children are 
encouraged to make decisions like scientists as they plan, plant, and harvest their garden, and 
later market and cook with their produce.  Activities from the curriculum include concept 
sections, each containing an objective, learner competencies, and subject information geared 
toward key topics and desired outcomes.  Classroom and garden activities cover such topics as 
jigsaw activities teaching the scientific method itself; soil testing; seed growth; nutrient cycles; 
insects; pest control; chemical safety; sun exposure; water conservation and testing; science 
careers. Additional activities based on the farm/garden needs and eventual marketing of the farm 
products are coordinated to fit and enhance this curriculum, further engaging scientists and 
community members.  (The curriculum itself is designed to encourage such development of 
adjunct activities.)  For example, students will create mock business plans, will cook from home-
collected recipes, will compile and design a cookbook complete with photos and narratives as 
well as recipes, and will formally present their experiences at an annual, end-of-summer 
community school event. 
 
Knowledge and Skills  
The curriculum guides students to think critically, analyze information, communicate, and 
formulate ideas as they transform abstract ideas into tangible evidence and gain practical 
applications of math and science skills. Science process skills include acquiring, processing, and 
interpreting data; analyzing investigations; designing investigations; experimenting; formulating 
models; and identifying variables and their relationships to outcomes and assessments. For math 
instruction, students work on numbers and operations; data analysis and graphing during market 
research; bookkeeping; inventory; and sales.  For instance, students compare prices, weigh 
produce, price items, and create graphic representations of rates of growth, plant yield and sales.  
A hands-on approach to math instruction helps students make the connection between abstract 
math concepts.  A banking specialist visits class to work with teachers and students on the basics 
of bookkeeping.  Students will also be expected to learn a great number of life skills ranging 
from accepting differences to wise use of resources. Students will practice effective speaking in 
commercials to be aired on the local television and radio stations. Mock business plans (for the 
higher grades) and daily journals (for third and fourth grades) are used to help students 
communicate effectively through prose, but all participants (including K-2) will also have the 
opportunity to create songs, poems, pictures, ads, etc.  
 
Materials and Resources  
The Down-to-Earth curriculum comes with a comprehensive notebook of activities.  CEFS 
partners will expose students to the use of farm and chemical analysis equipment, plus measuring 
instruments will be used both in the farm/garden and in market planning and cooking. Student 
will also use KidPix and Scholastic Keys, tutorial software programs to build flyers, brochures, 
and signs using Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. Additionally, the older students will 
learn to graph and chart inventory and production using Microsoft Excel.  Students will 
interview community gardeners and farmers to gain information on techniques and local 
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resources.  Students will perform “market research” by visiting farmer’s markets, grocery stores, 
and by searching the Internet in a 24-station computer lab provided by Dillard Academy. 
 
Guidelines 
All BWF guidelines are directly addressed in expected outcomes of our objectives.  Due to the 
intense focus of the curriculum on scientific method itself, we expect the most impact in 
developing skills in scientific inquiry, increasing insight and appreciation of the investigative 
process, connecting science and math to daily lives, use of technology, and exposure to science 
careers and interaction with scientists. However, our intentions to involve high school students 
on a regular basis during the summer months, develop a market stand for weekly sales during the 
harvest season, and provide outreach activities such as cookbook sales and event presentations, 
the fulfillment of two of the last three guidelines listed will also have very high impact as well; 
through these activities students will certainly have numerous opportunities to explain their 
knowledge formally and informally, in writing and orally.  Parents are invited to the program 
quarterly, and students have the opportunity to present their projects to their parents.  Parents are 
also invited to take more active roles in the program, by chaperoning and working alongside their 
students in the garden or farmers' market.  Parents in Dillard Academy’s on-site GED program 
also volunteer with the Seeds to Sales program as part of their coursework.  We will pursue 
avenues for finding ways to link with other ongoing science and mathematics programs; for 
instance, program administration trains staff based on the research-based, NC Partnership for 
Integrating Math and Science (NC-PIMS) Parents Using Standards at Home (PUSH) training for 
parents and Adventure in Math and Science (SAM) training for teachers annually. 
 
Contribution to Three SSEP Goals and to Other Goals 
All curriculum activities will address the SSEP goals of improving competence in science and 
math, and also nurturing science and math enthusiasm.  This will be accomplished by teaching 
science and math skills through multiple modalities and hands-on methods, increasing the 
opportunities for students to develop specific knowledge and abilities plus gain a broad facility 
and comfort with science and math as modes of thinking. Indirectly, all will also increase career 
interests in science and math fields, as students make connections between academic concepts 
and practical applications that are both familiar and new to their world experience.  Our 
additional goal of increasing knowledge, practice, and community involvement in healthy foods 
will be accomplished by activities under each Seeds to Sales objective, though obviously 
community involvement and home practice of healthy eating will be most facilitated by activities 
under Objective 4: Outreach and Acknowledgment, which will allow students to take leadership 
roles in displaying their new found knowledge and accomplishments to community groups.  
 
Alignment with the North Carolina Science Standard Course of Study 
All activities align with NC Science Standard Course of Study for the appropriate grade levels.  
The Down-to-Earth curriculum activities each address Strands 1-4; all address either goals one 
or two or both; and each achieves a minimum of number of objectives 1 or 2.  For example: one 
of the early growing plants activities, “Which Comes First—Seeds or Flowers?”—addresses all 
strands, goals 1 and 2, plus objectives 1.02, 1.03, 2.01, and 2.03 for grade six.  Additional 
activities are also designed by NC certified teachers to further address the NC Standard Course 
of Study.   
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Timeline and Implementation Plan 
program dispersal of funds after Jan 31sthiring of additional staff Upon 

award engage consultants and partners 
classroom and farm/garden curriculum Spring 

2009 market program to register rising-grade students for summer through next 
academic year 
Staff orientation and staff development, teacher planning, purchasing for academic 
activities  
June: first day for students, introduce “Seeds to Sales” academic theme, obtain 
baseline data on students using Study Island software pre-tests; farm/garden 
activities begin 
July: Marketing  –  tutorials for Microsoft Word and PowerPoint & they will 
perform market research (price and weight); Business – Students will focus on 
writing daily journals or a business plan (age dependent) & will learn math 
through bookkeeping; Sales – Students will produce a newsletter and perform 
inventory 
August: Cookbook –weights and measures using recipes; Analysis – analyze 
product yield and sales; Summer Conclusion – students will display overall project 
results and present them to their parents and community.   

Summer 
2009, 2010, 
2011 

(end of summer) Students will retest on Study Island; CASTLES Advisory 
Council, Evaluation Sub-committee will evaluate the progress made and review 
Study Island pre and post test results, student projects, and teacher evaluations for 
each student; internal summer evaluation report 
Staff orientation and staff development, teacher planning, purchasing for academic 
activities  
Reintroduce “Seeds to Sales” theme, obtain baseline data on students with pre-
tests 

Fall 2009 
& 2010 

Fall farm/garden work; Marketing  –  tutorials for Microsoft Word and PowerPoint 
& they will perform market research (price and weight); Business – Students will 
focus on writing daily journals or a business plan (age dependent) & will learn 
math through bookkeeping; newsletter and market sales from summer continue 
seeds studies and planning, mapping garden plans, food preservation and seasonal 
eating exploration, cover-crops and season extension lessons 

Winter 
2009/10 & 
2010/11 mid-year eval report 

Farm/Garden continues; Sales – Students will continue newsletter and plan new 
market approaches; Cookbook – weights and measures using recipes; Analysis – 
analyze product yield and sales; School year conclusion – students will display 
overall project results for academic year 

Spring 
2010 & 
2011 

Students will retest on Study Island; CASTLES Advisory Council, Evaluation 
Sub-committee will evaluate the progress made and review Study Island pre and 
post test results, student projects, and teacher evaluations for each student; internal 
end of academic year summary report 

Summer 
2011 

As above with addition of: (end of summer) academic year/annual internal 
evaluation report for summer and for overall program 

tba     external evaluator site visits 
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Identifying and recruiting students 
Students who attend CASTLES 21 CCLC are all performing below grade level (Level I and 
Level II) on NC End-of-Grade tests or on other state assessments of performance.  Of the five 
schools that serve as feeder schools to the 21st Century Community Learning Center program, 
four are Priority Schools and one is Low Performing. Ninety-five percent of students in the 
schools from which the students come are eligible for free and reduced lunch.  Two of the feeder 
schools have free and reduced lunch populations of 100%. Dillard Academy is Title I school-
wide and has a 100% free lunch population. Without this program, these students may not have 
the opportunity to engage in hands-on science enrichment activities. Formal recruitment efforts 
occur at the beginning and end of each school year; however, many students are recruited from 
the visibility of ongoing program activities. Students are identified by parents, teachers, and in 
many cases they request applications for themselves. The Burroughs Wellcome grant funding 
will allow CASTLES to expand its population to include some more academically gifted 
students to work beside and act as peer mentors for the traditional CASTLES students. These 
students (no more than 10% of program population) will be identified by teachers and chosen 
based on their science grades and desire to participate in science activities, which will be 
determined by student interviews. Each year, students and parents sign contracts requiring a 
student code of conduct appropriate to emphasize a good learning environment, and requiring 
parent support and participation.  Fun, educational field trips and activities, and the opportunity 
to display student work to parents, the partners and the community at-large serves to attract 
continuing student involvement and reward work well done. 
 
Career-guidance  
The core curriculum of Down-to-Earth contains an entire unit based on “Careers in Agriculture,” 
introducing a minimum of thirty career paths related to agricultural sciences.  Additionally, 
exposure to the CEFS interns, apprentices, and staff, plus field trips to the CEFS facility will 
allow the students to see, in action, young and established agriculture professionals at work.  
Presentation possibilities at CEFS workshops will offer students opportunities to not only meet 
agriculture professionals from all over the state, but to also present their experiences and 
knowledge to those professionals, building confidence and leadership skills.  Additionally, 
college mentors from NC State University and NC A&T University help to introduce various 
science-related career paths during their activities with CASTLES students. 
 
Follow-up method 
All Dillard Academy students are followed continuously within the system, their progress and 
achievements being followed as they move up from grade to grade until completion of grade six.  
Follow-up for those students once leaving Dillard, as well as for students from other public 
feeder schools in Wayne, will be coordinated through the county school system.  Additionally, 
the partnership with The Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention at UNC 
researchers will facilitate tracking of these students beyond what CASTLES resources could 
typically afford. 
 
Academic-year activities offered by summer programs 
Seeds to Sales runs year-round in both summer and afterschool sessions.  See Implementation. 
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Staff Capacity   
CASTLES staff/student interactions provide a socially nurturing as well as educationally rich 
experience. Regular personnel to student ratios allow for constant one-on-one interactions; direct 
contact between the staff and students averages three hours per day. In addition to the full-time 
lead teacher (Seeds to Sales PD) and regular staff teachers (12:1 minimum ratio), an additional 
teacher will be hired specifically for project contact hours for 2 hours a day during the academic 
year, a teacher will be hired for four hours a day during the summer, four counselors will be 
hired for 3 hours per day for 180 days, and 30 student assistants will be hired for 20 hours each. 
Dillard Academy and CASTLES 21 CCLC will also fund two additional teacher positions.  
These teachers will follow the Seeds to Sales curriculum, as well.  The Project Director for Seeds 
to Sales, Cheryl Alston, has over thirty years of experience teaching science. Danielle Baptiste is 
in her forth year of directing the CASTLES afterschool program and is an experienced leader 
and evaluator. These staff members will guide students through activities and learning with 
expertise and passion, each trained specifically for the age ranges to which they are assigned.   
 Seeds to Sales activities frequently incorporate elder gardener exposure as well as science 
professionals, making the number of adults per child even greater.  CEFS staff, interns, and 
apprentices increase the adult ratio and all current CEFS interns have experience working with 
youths in farm/garden education.  Similarly, the graduate students working through the Center 
for Health Promotion add to adult interactions.  Community members and parents play a valued 
role in expanding the scientific and academic learning into community based knowledge, 
furthering the cognitive connection between science and daily skills, as well as instilling the 
power of community connections. Staff is trained to incorporate interdisciplinary focused 

activities to engage 
inquiry-based learning.  
Where appropriate, 
activities also allow for 
youth group work, which 
fosters interactions and 
positive working 
dynamics among peers, 
building student 
independence and 
initiative while 
maintaining constant 
support and assistance 
from these experienced 
teachers and specialists. 
 
 
 
 

Certified CASTLES teacher, plus CEFS apprentice working with students taking soil samples 
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Facilities  
The physical facilities at Dillard Academy where CASTLES is housed and Seeds to Sales takes 
place includes access to significant garden space, both on site (figure 1.) and on nearby property 
adjacent to a church (figure 2.).  While the Dillard Academy Charter School is constantly 
struggling to acquire adequate funding to support the numbers of low-income students in need in 
this community, skilled leadership from both Dillard Academy and the CASTLES Afterschool 
Program Director results in endlessly impressive uses of available resources plus admirable 
forging of community connections to create as many possibilities and opportunities as possible to 
help these youths survive and thrive.  The Seeds to Sales project is an example of asset-based 
creativity, transforming a few fallow fields into a rich learning opportunity that can change 
individual lives and the entire community. 
 

            
 
 
 
Regarding particular tools and technologies available to the students participating in the Seeds to 
Sales project, resources are again limited but increasing with each year of inventive leadership 
and external support. Acquired through the project itself and also made available through the 
CEFS partnership, the students will use mechanical and hand farming equipment; analysis tools 
and chemical testing apparatus for soil and water; various measuring equipment for 
temperatures, weight, distances, volumes, and densities; light meters and ph meters and seed 
measures are examples of additional tools available for student use. Activities will make 
extensive use of electronic equipment of various sorts.  Dillard Academy houses a computer 
lab—twenty-four computers with access to a printer and Internet connection—where computer 
applications and Internet software will be used.  The students will also use digital cameras and 
sound recording equipment. We may also be able to procure equipment so that the students can 
use electronic banking transfer equipment (EBT) to allow for card swipe food-stamp acceptance 
at their farmers’ market.  In cooking experiences, students will not only use the measuring tools 
mentioned, but also kitchen appliances.  Overall, the hands-on use of a variety of tools, from 
walk behind tillers to test tubes and microscopes allows for an extensive range of experiences 
which parallels the similarly wide range of scientific fields and possibilities introduced to these 
students.  

figure 1. figure 2. 
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Evaluation (no more than one page)  
Both formative and summative evaluation strategies will be used, so that we may assess and 
adapt the program year to year making changes based on successes and needs, and also arrive at 
reportable data that can be used in policy recommendations and replication arguments at other 
sites across NC and beyond.  The project will have a logic model that will chart activities, 
outputs, and outcomes.  
  Monitoring for Outputs (numbers of participating students, numbers of activities, contact 
hours with scientists and community leaders, external events attended, numbers of attendees at 
events held by children [markets, public presentations], etc.) will be managed by the lead 
teacher/project director using school logs and data sheets, record books. A portfolio/scrap book 
of the program will also be maintained under the project director’s leadership, with the assistance 
of the students themselves, and much, if not all of this, will be digitized to allow for publicity 
and broad dissemination.  
  Outcomes will be measured in a number of different ways by all Seeds to Sales staff and 
will be under the management of the CASTLES Program Director. Students’ science 
competence will be largely assessed by student test score evaluations. The evaluation will be 
developed around trends in student progress, teacher surveys, parent surveys, and student work. 
 Student progress will be measured using the Study Island software program, NC End-of Grade 
pre- and post tests, regular day teacher surveys as well as more subjective assessments by 
program staff to assess student performance and program impact on student learning.  Study 
Island assessments use questions based on the NC Standard Course of Study and the NC End-of-
Grade Test format and can be given quarterly to assess growth throughout the year.  Enthusiasm 
and interest will be measured through qualitative methods. Students will be involved in their own 
documentary projects so auto-ethnographical materials will provide a variety of qualitative data 
sources: student journals, oral and written surveys, interviews and testimony made at intervals 
throughout the students’ participation (beginning of academic year, winter, end of school year, 
beginning of summer session, end of summer session).  Constant monitoring of these qualitative 
materials by the Seeds to Sales lead teacher/project director will allow for continuous formative 
assessment and regular, weekly meetings with the CASTLES Program Director will allow for 
assessment of mid-course corrections.  
  All data will be used to compile the Semi-annual and annual reports, made by the 
CASTLES Program Director and intern reviewed by the Dillard Academy afterschool advisory 
committee.  This committee is made up of staff, community members, parents and at least one 
student representative.   Each project goal will be rated green if the program is poised to meet the 
annual objectives, yellow if program needs some minor improvements in order meet annual 
objectives and red if major improvements are needed in order to meet annual program objectives. 
This color-coded evaluation will be presented to the advisory council. All semi-annual 
evaluation meetings are open to staff, and minutes will be published and distributed to parents 
and staff.  With the aid of an evaluation consultant, these reports are also made into 
dissemination tools, narrative and data summaries that can be easily distributed in conjunction 
with project materials and activities, making our project available to numerous groups.
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Replication and Dissemination  
We have extensive dissemination plans on both local and regional scales, both in school and in 
food systems projects settings.  Locally, as a partner in the Wayne Local Foods Initiative 
(http://waynecountyfoodinitiative.wikispaces.com ) our project is leading an asset-based 
movement to implement positive changes for youths in our community.  What this project has 
done for our youths thus far, we wish to extend to other youths across the county. Community 
garden projects are already making use of activities and design we have shared with them, and 
more youth-led community gardens are in progress across Goldsboro, aided by the example of 
our successes. The Center for Environmental Farming Systems as an internationally renown 
center will promote our project in its ongoing state-wide Community Food Systems work, as 
well as offer broad distribution of results through showcasing this innovative youth-science 
program as a model for increasing science-based hands-on education and health and well-being 
for families and communities by featuring this initiative in the “Community-Based Food Systems 
workshop”  being held at CEFS in August of this year, and at a Food Systems Leadership 
Summit funded by Z Smith Reynolds Foundation  being  held in late 2008 or early 2009. 
 Similarly, the Center of Health Promotion and Disease Prevention at UNC Chapel Hill is using 
our example in their work with school systems across NC. Our project director, Cheryl Alston, 
attended a thirteen state regional conference in Jan, and will do the same thing again next year, 
presenting our project as a model youth-based food systems education project. She and the 
CASTLES program director also attend school-based conferences regularly, again distributing 
developed project materials and design.  Our intent is to digitize the majority of our project 
portfolio, including materials and activities, and to make this available on a website, which in 
turn will be linked to partner websites. 
  Funding support beyond BWF is ongoing. CASTLES is in its last year of grant funding 
from the U.S. Department of Education, and is experiencing a planned 40% cut in funds during 
the 2008-2009 school year. Currently, additional funding for the afterschool garden program 
comes from a one year, Federal Learn and Serve grant in the amount of $10,000.  In efforts to 
help sustain the program through the use of available expertise and local resources, CASTLES 
has solicited the involvement of several local community partners and NC University system 
centers/departments. The Center for Environmental Farming Systems has a planning grant that 
covers six months of consulting support for the Wayne Local Foods Initiative; this coordinator is 
currently assisting community partners, such as ourselves, in program development, evaluation, 
and funding efforts.  Under a proposal to the Gillings Foundation from the Center of Health 
Promotion and Disease Prevention at UNC Chapel Hill, the CASTLES project would receive 
partial funding for one year.  If we receive immediate funding for the next few years, we expect 
evaluation reports and current dissemination efforts (Robeson County schools are already 
interested in implementing this project in their system), to assist us in finding long-range support 
both through academic channels and community food systems channels. 


